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Abstract 
In this paper we use the invariance property of generalized linear fractional transformations to derive some 
useful identities for generalized continued fractions and G-continued fractions, two types of generalizations of 
ordinary continued fractions associated with higher-order recurrence relations. Furthermore, the relationship 
between these two kinds of continued fractions is discussed. 
Key words: Generalized linear fractional transformation; Generalized continued fraction; n-fraction; G-continued 
fraction 
1. Introduction 
Linear fractional transformations (or Mobius transformations) are a very useful tool in the 
study of ordinary continued fractions. In [3] Jones and Thron define a continued fraction as a 
composition of linear fractional transformations and throughout the book properties of linear 
fractional transformations are used to prove results about continued fractions. In this paper we 
look at a generalization of a linear fractional transformation and we shall use this generaliza- 
tion to prove some theoretical results for generalized continued fractions [l] and G-continued 
fractions [6,10]. 
Generalized continued fractions (GCFS) and G-continued fractions are both generalizations 
of ordinary continued fractions. Whereas an ordinary continued fraction is related to a 
second-order linear recurrence relation, both its generalizations have strong connections with 
linear recurrence relations of arbitrary order. For the sake of simplicity we shall restrict 
ourselves here to third-order recurrence relations of the form 
Y n+3+a,Y,+,+b,Y,+,+CnYn=0, c,#O, n=O, I,... - (1) 
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Both types of generalizations can be used to calculate nondominant solutions of (1) in a 
numerically stable way: the G-continued fraction associated with (1) can be used to calculate 
solutions of (1) for which the Miller algorithm converges [6], while the GCF can be used to 
calculate intermediate (subdominant) solutions of (1) [8,9]. 
In the rest of this section we give some necessary definitions and notations, we define a 
generalized linear fractional transformation and prove an invariance property for this transfor- 
mation. In Section 2 this property is used to derive a number of identities for G-continued 
fractions. In Section 3 we look at the relationship between G-continued fractions and general- 
ized continued fractions and we use this relation to prove an identity for generalized continued 
fractions. 
A linear fractional transformation (lft) is a transformation m of the form 
m:t+t: 
a + bu 
u-+m(u)=~+ a,b,c,dEC. 
Such a transformation is called regular if ad - bc # 0. The continued fraction K(a,/b,) can be 
defined in terms of linear fractional transformations as follows: 
SJW) = a, 
b,+w’ 
a, # 0, n > 0, 
%dw) = %(W)T S,(w) = S,_,(.qw)), n 2 1. 
The nth approximant of the continued fraction is the quantity f, = S,(O). The nth approximant 
of the G-continued fraction associated with (1) is given by (G,(O, 01, HJO, 0)) with G,, and H, 
defined by 
g&+)=-b +,‘“,+,~ h,(u,u> = -C,U b, + a,u + u ’ n 20, n n 
The generalized continued fraction or 2-fraction associated with (11 has an nth approximant 
defined by (PJO, 01, Q,<O, 01) with 
b, - v 
Pn(u, 4 = y-- 
cn 
qn(u, 4 = ~ n > 0, 
n -u’ an-u’ 
P&4 u> ‘P&b 4, Q&G u) = %(u, + 
pn(u, u> =P,_~(~,JU, u), q,&, u)), Q,<u, 4 = Qn-dd", + q&, d), n 2 1. 
(3) 
Both (g,, h,) and (p,, q,) are instances of the following general transformation. 
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Definition 1.1. A generalized linear fractional transformation (gift) M : C* + @*: (u, u) + 
Mu, u) = (Y(u, u), s(u, u>> is defined by 
a+bu+cu 
Y(U, U) = 
g + hu + iu ’ 
S(U, U) = 
CI+eu +fu 
g+hu +iu ’ 
with a, b,. . . , i E C. The generalized linear fractional transformation M is nonsingular if 
a b c 
D=d e fz0. 
g h i 
It is easy to see that, as a consequence of the condition c, f 0 in Cl), both generalized linear 
fractional transformations (g,, h,) and (p,, q,) are nonsingular. Furthermore, as an immediate 
consequence of the definition, the composition of two nonsingular glfts is again a nonsingular 
glft. Hence (G,Ju, u), H,(u, u>> and (P&L, u), Q,t u, u)) are both nonsingular glfts. In general, 
if we define a sequence of nonsingular glfts 
b(r) + b(*jU + bc3’u 
rn(u, u, = ,;I, + ,;2,, + &y’ 
a(‘) + aWu + t$3ju 
s,(u, u) = n lz n 
n n n CLl’ + c;yu + ci3)u 
and 
&)(u, u> = Q(% u), &(u, u> =s”(% u>, 
R,(% u> =R,-r(r,(u, U>> $$4 u)), &(4 u) =S&-,(u, U)> %(% U)>> n>l, 
it is easy to prove (using induction) that 
R,(K u) = 
p;r’ + @U + pi% 
7;” + r;“‘U + r;“U ’ 
where the coefficients are given by 
ff0 
(0 = .(i) 
0 ) 
pj;) = @;I, Yo (i) = c(i) 0 7 
a:) = cz)(.yLl, 1 + bf)(-uk*l 1 + az)afL 1, p;’ = c;‘p;” 1 + bz’&2? 1 + a$)@A 1, 
yci) = cc)yA?, + b,‘,i)yA*? 1 + a’,‘)yi3? 1, n rz = 1, 2,. . . , 
for i = 1, 2, 3 (compare with [3, p.271). As a consequence of these formulas we get the following 
explicit expressions for the glfts in (2) and (3). 
Theorem 1.2. Let A’,“, A’*’ and A’,3’ be the solutions of (1) defined by the initial conditions n 
A;‘=1 = , A’,” 0, A:“=0 7 
43 = 0 = 7 A\2’ 1 > A(f) = 0 7 
AC31 zz 0 0 = 9 A’:’ 0 A’,3’=1 
Then we have 
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u A’,2i2 A’,“i2 
v A’,2i3 A’,3i3 
and 
A’,‘i3 + d’,‘i2 + VA(‘) ntl 
Qnh "I= A',~3+~(,~2+vA(,3;1 * (5) 
A proof of this theorem is given in [l, eq. (5)], [6, eq. (4)]. 
By definition the G-continued fraction (or the 2-fraction) associated with (1) converges if the 
right-hand sides of (4) (or (5)) with u = u = 0 have a limit for n + w (the “value” of the 
G-continued fraction (2-fraction)). If so, the limits are given by 
lim 
n*m 
with f,, a 
lim 
n+m 
fl 
G,@, 0) = 7, lim H,(O, 0) 
f2 
= 
0 n+m 7, 0 
minimal solution of (1) (see [6l), and by 
&(O, 0) =po, lim H,(O, 0) = qo, 
n--t-z 
where p. and q. are such that a solution y, of (1) with initial values y. = (Y, y1 = p, 
y2 = -pop - qo(r (with (Y and j3 arbitrary) is a nondominant solution of (1). 
The next property is a generalization of the invariance of the cross-ratio of four numbers 
under a linear fractional transformation m: 
m(u,> - m(u3) . 4%) - +LJ 4 - u3 u1- u4 
=--- .- 
m(u2) -m(u3) * m(u2) -m(u4) u2-u3. u2-u4’ 
This property of linear fractional transformations is used to derive some very important 
formulas in the theory of ordinary continued fractions [7]. Note that it can be written in the 
following form: 
1 1 
I I 
1 
m(uJ m(u3) . 44 
1 1 * 1 
m(u2) m(u3) I I l I= (u’, i3i m(u2) m(u4) 
If we now define for the glft M in Definition 1.1, 
f(t, u, v) =gt +hu +iv, i;(t, u, v) =at +bu +cv, fi(t, u, v) = dt + eu +fv, 
with a, b, c,. . . the coefficients of M, and t, u, v E C), we have the following linearized version 
of the cross-ratio invariance. 
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Theorem 1.3 (Invariance property). If the generalized linear fractional transformation A4 is 
nonsingular, then we have 
_ 
tl c3 t; 
_ _ - 
Ul u3 u5 
_ _ 
Vl V3 i2 5 
;2 t3 t; 
- _ _ 
u2 u3 u5 
_ _ _ 
V2 V3 V5 
_ 
f, f, t5 t1 t3 t5 
_ _ _ 
Ul u4 u5 Ul u3 u5 
_ _ 
VI V4 d 5 V 1 V3 V5 
= 
t2 f4 t; t2 t3 t5 
_ _ _ 
u2 u4 u5 u2 u3 u5 
_ _ _ 
V2 V4 V5 V2 V3 V5 
t, t4 t5 
Ul u4 u5 
Vl V4 V5 
> 
t2 t4 t5 
(6) 
u2 u4 u5 
v2 c4 V5 
for tk7 uky v,EC for k=l,..., 5 (chosen in such a way that both sides of this equation are 
well-defined), and with fk = $t,, uk, v,>, 6, = fi(t,, uk, uk), fik = .%t,, uk, ~1~). 
Proof. If we put 
t, tp t, t, f;u tY 
_ - _ 
X =u aPv a up uy > Xapv = u, up uy > 
u, “p u, 6, l2, 6, 
with LY, p, y E (1, 2, 3, 4, 51, then we have 
gt, + hu, + iv, gtp + hup + ivp gt, + hu, + iu, 
x OPY = at, + bu, + cv, atp + bup + cup at, + bu, + cv, 
dt, + eu, + fv, dt, + cup + fv, dt, + eu, + fv, 
and, using a property of determinants, we find 
a b c 
2 
dY 
= d e f xapy. 
g h i 
From this we get 
x135 x145 x135 x145 _._- 
_ *_ 
x 235 x 245 x 235 ’ x245 * 
This proves (6). 0 
Note that if we take t, = 1 for all k, and if zk # 0, then we can rewrite (6) in the form 
with rk = r(uk, vk), sk = s(uk, vk) an, d 
111 111 
; ; ii:,; i $7 
r and s as in Definition 1.1. 
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2. Identities for G-continued fractions 
Let us assume that the G-continued fraction associated with (1) converges, and that its value 
is (f,/f,, f,/f,,> where f,, is a minimal solution of (1). If we now 
(G,(u, ~1, H,(u, u)) with 
t, z /I(2) n+l, uq =A(ni2, -94 =A%, 
t, ==A’,3i1, us =A’,i2, v5 =Afi3, 
and with t, = t, = t, = 1, we get for the right-hand side 
- 
1 1 A’“’ n+l 
Ul u3 
43) 
n+2 
Ul *3 
A(3) 
n+3 
1 1 A$;, 
u2 u3 
A(3) 
n+2 
u2 c’3 
A(3) 
n+3 
1 A’,2!, A’,il 
Ul 
A(2) 
n+2 
A(3) 
n+2 
Ul 
42) 
n+3 
A(3) 
n+3 
1 A’,2i1 A$, ’ 
u2 
A(2) 
n+2 
A(3) 
ni2 
u2 
A(2) 
n+3 
A(3) 
,z + 3 
and since it follows from (4) that in this case ?4 = iT4 = F5 = ii, = 0, and 
A’3 
n+l 4% 4% 
LT4 = Aj,2i2 Azi2 A’,‘i2 = tic, = G5, 
A(2) 
n-t3 A’,‘!3 A%3 
k=O 
we find for the left-hand side 
- 
1 1 0 
Gnh ~1) (T&3> ~3) 0 
Hn(“l~ ‘1) Hn(“3> u3) ii’, 
k=O 
1 1 0 
G&27 u2) Gn(u37 u3) 0 
H~(u2, ‘2) H&3, u3) ii ck 
k=O 
Gth3~ u3) - G&b 4 
= GJU3Y u3) - G&2, u2) ’ 
1 0 
G~(u,, ‘1) tick 
k=O 
0 
0 
fbk 
k=O 
1 0 
Grk’%, ‘2) i&k 
k=O 
0 
i&k 
k=O 
use (6) for the glft 
assuming that uk and vk are chosen in such a way that Fk # 0 for k = 1, 2, 3 and that both sides 
of (6) are well-defined. 
Hence we have proved the following theorem. 
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Identity 2.1. 
1 1 A(% n+l 1 A’,2!, A’,3i1 
Ul u3 
A(3) 
n+2 u1 
A(2) 
n+2 
,4(3) 
n+2 
G&3, ~3) -GA ~1) ~1 ~3 A% . ~1 
A(2) 
n+3 4i3 
Gn(u3 T ~3) -G&2, ~2) = 1 
1 A(3) * 1 A’21 
n+l n+l 4% . 
u2 u3 Af1,, u2 Aj;i, At;, 
“2 “3 
A’“’ 
n+3 u2 
A(2) 
n+3 473 
If we take 
t, = A’,3i1, u4 = Ac3’ nt2, u4 = A:!32 
t, = A’,2; l, us =Ai2i2, u5 =A’,2,,3, 
we find from (6) the following identity. 
Identity 2.2. 
(7) 
1 1 Aj12; 1 1 A’,;;, A’,3i1 
Ul u3 
A’3 
n+2 Ul 
A(2) 
n+2 4% 
M&3, c3) -K(% 4) Ul u3 
A(2) 
n+3 VI 
42’ 
n+3 
A(3) 
n+3 
ff&,> u3) -K(h u2) = 1 1 A’,2i1 : 1 A’,2i1 A’,3i1 . 
(8) 
u2 u3 
A’3 
ni2 u2 
A’3 
ni2 AZ2 
u 2 u3 
,4’2’ 
n+3 “2 
A(*) 
ni3 A%3 
If we choose t, = t, = 1 in (61, 
t3 =fn+1, u3 =.fn+29 
and t,, t,, . . . as before, then 
u3 =.fn+3, 
f n+l 
A’3 
n+l 
A(3) 
n+l 
t3 = fn+2 A:!2 472 =fo tic,> 
k=O 
f n+3 42) n+3 43’ ?I+3 
since f, =f,A’,‘) +flA’,2) +f2A’,3) for all YE. Similarly, fi, =flRECock and C3 =f2FIECock, and 
we find the following two identities. 
Identity 2.3. 
1 fn+l 4% 1 Azf\, A’,i, 
Ul f n+2 A% ~1 &‘t2 A:!2 
fdfo - Gnh 4 ~1 fn+3 Ai% . ~1 4!3 A’,“!, 
f&o-Gnh ~2) = 1 f,+l A’,3it . 1 A$ A:!, ’ 
~2 f,i+z A% ~2 A?+2 4!2 
~2 foe A%.? ~2 A%3 413 
(9) 
92 
Identity 2.4. 
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1 fn+i G-1 1 AFil A$ 
Ul f n+2 
A(2) 
n+2 u1 
A(2) 
n+2 
A’3’ 
n+2 
fz/fo -W+ ~1) ~1 fnt3 A:!3 . ~1 A’,“!3 A% 
f2/fo-ffn(u27 ~2) = 1 f,,+, A’,2i1 * 1 A% A% ’ 
u2 f n+2 
A(2) 
n+2 u2 
A(2) 
n+2 
A(3) 
n+2 
u2 f n+3 A(2) n+3 “2 A(2) n+3 A’3’ n+3 
These identities were used in [5] to prove convergence acceleration. Other choices for the U’S 
and the U’S give other identities, for instance, if we choose t,, t,, . . . as in the proof of Identity 
2.1, and t, = u3 = 0, t, = t, = .v3 = 1, we find that 
f3=ig; :;:I, G3=iz; ~;j &=I$;; g; 
Furthermore, it is easy to see from (4) that 
z = G,_,(O, O), 
fi 
” =H,_,(O, O), 
4 
and hence we get from (6) the following identity. 
Identity 2.5. 
1 A’,2i, A$, 
u1 
A(2) 
n+2 
A(3) 
n+2 
G-,(0,0) - Gnh ~1) u, -A’,3;2/Aj13;1 u1 A’,2i3 A’,i3 
G,_,(O, 0) - Gn(u2, u2) = u2 -A’,3;2/A(n3!1 : 1 1 A’,2i1 A’,il 
u2 
A(2) 
ni2 
A(3) 
n+2 
u2 
A(2) 
n+3 
A(3) 
n+3 
If we take 
t, =b,+,, u1= -c,+1, c’l =o, 
t, = 0, u2 = 0, u2= 1, 
t,= 1, L13 = 0, U3 = 0, 
then 
- (11) 
b n+l 
A(2) 
n+l 
_4’3’ 
n+l 
t, = -en+1 42) n+2 
A(3) = 
b,,+d(,2!2 +c,+IA% bn+d’,3!2 +c,+IA!?!I 
n+2 A’2’ A(3) 
7 
n+3 
0 A(2) A’3’ 
?I+3 
n+3 n+3 
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or, using the recurrence relation (11, 
From this we get that 
Ul 
- =G,+l(O, 0), 
tl 
? = H,+ l(O, 0). 
Furthermore, we have 
u2 
- =G,_,(O, 0), 
4 
$ =H,_,(O, 0), f = G,(O, 0), 2 = H,(O, 0). 
3 
Hence we find from (6) the following identity. 
Identity 2.6. 
A(2) 
n+l 4% 1 
Gn(O, 0) - Gn + I@, 0) A(3) n+3 A(2) n+2 A(3) n+2 
G,(O, 0) - G,_,(O, 0) = “+’ A’,‘i2 1 A’,i3 A’,3i3 ] ’ 
(12) 
A(2) 
n+4 A?!4 I 
This identity was used in [5] to prove that the G-continued fraction associated with (1) 
converges linearly if (1) is of Poincare-type with a characteristic equation having roots which 
are all different in modulus. 
3. Identities for 2-fractions 
To derive similar formulas for the 2-fraction associated with (1) we use some results from [4]. 
Let us consider the third-order recurrence relation 
C n+1Yn+3+bnYn+2+an-1Yn+1+Yn=0, n=o, l,..., (13) 
with a,, b,,, c, as in (11, but with a _ 1 arbitrary. This equation is called the adjoint equation of 
(1). We denote by (gA(u, ~1, hL(u, u>), (GA( u, u), Hi(u, v>) the transformations defining the 
G-continued fraction associated with (13) (the equivalent of (2) for the recurrence relation 
(13)). Let us assume that A:“, A:2’, A?’ are the solutions of (13) with initial conditions as in 
Theorem 1.2. Then the relation between the primed and the unprimed A’s is given by 
(14) 
+a_,Af). 
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If we use this in Theorem 1.2 and (131, we find 
P,(u, u) = - 
and similarly, 
_ 
1 r(2) A A;:, n+l 
-(a, -ll-’ A;‘+‘2 A;“,‘2 
(a, - u)-lu/c,+l A;y3 A;“+‘3 1 
+ a-,, 
1 41) A AZ,‘, n+l 
-(a, - Ll-’ A’(‘) A’(3) n+2 n+2 
(a, - u)-lzl/C,+l A;y3 Fl;3,‘, 
1 A A;:‘, 41) n+l 
-(a, -zip A$ A;?2 
e&4 4 =co 
(a, - zL-lu/c,+l FI;y3 A;?3 
1 A r(l) n+l A?,‘, * 
-(a, -u)-’ A;y2 AZ2 
(a, - u)-~u/c,+, A;$ A;:, 
(We note that the term a_, in the expression for P,, cancels out.) 
From Theorem 1.2 it is now easy to see that we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. 
1 
P&d, u) = 
G,:(-(a,,-~)-~, (a, - u)-lu/c,,+I) +ap13 
(15) 
Q&b 4 = -co 
H,‘( -(a, - LLp, (% - ~)P~/Cn+l) 
G;( -(a, - u)-I, 6% - 0&+1) * 
(16) 
In this theorem the relationship between generalized continued fractions and G-continued 
fractions associated with the adjoint recurrence relation is given. One of the consequences of 
the theorem is that many convergence acceleration methods for generalized continued fractions 
can be used to accelerate the convergence of G-continued fractions and vice versa (see also 
[41). 
We note that (l/Gi(u, u), H,‘(u, u)/GA(u, u)) together also form a generalized linear 
fractional transformation. If we now use the invariance property for this glft with 
-1 =1 1 
t,=l, ur= 
an-w,’ 
u =- 
1 
C n+l a, -w, ’ 
-1 =2 1 
t,=l, u2= 
a, - w2 ’ 
U2 = - 
C ntl a, - w2 ’ 
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and 
t, =A;:‘,, u3 =A;:‘,, ug =A;y3, 
t4 =fn+*, u4 =fL2, “4 =fn+u 
t, =A;:,, u5 =A;T2, v5 = A;T3, 
with f,’ a minimal solution of (13) (see [4]), we get the first part of the following theorem. 
Identity 3.2. 
w% 4 --PO A’,3i3 + wlA(,i, +z~A$;~ An+3 + w~A~+~ +z*A~+~ 
ezh 21) -Po = A’,‘i3 + w2Aj;3;, +z2Aj13i, An+3 + w,An+* +zlAntl ’ 
Qn(w, 3 4 - 40 423 + w,A% ++C!, Bnt3 + w242+2 + Z2Bn+l 
Qn(w, > 4 -40 = 4% + w+% +w% Bn+s + wA+z +zA+, ’ 
with 
(17) 
(18) 
A,=(-1)” n ( Y,:‘I)~~, tiy, 17 
where fi is a minimal solution of (13). 
We note that A, and B, are also solutions of the recurrence relation Cl), with initial values 
given by 
A,=O, A, = -f;c,, 4 = (a-,fL +fd)cOT 
and 
B,= -f;, B, = 0, B,= -f;c,. 
Now let us assume that f; # 0. If we define 
-4 x(1) = __ -Bn 
n ‘c ’ 
x(2) = ~ 
f “f;’ 
for all n, the rX)) and Xi2’ are also solutions of (1) with initial values 
XJl)=() 7 Xj’)=l, X(l)=- 2 
x($2’= 1, $2) = 0, f; x42’ = co- = -qo, 
f; 
where the last equalities follow from Theorem 3.1 or from [4]. This means that we can rewrite 
(17) and (18) as 
edw27 z2) -Po A’,“i3 + w1 Ac3) n+2 +z,Afil X,‘y3 + w2X;y2 +z2X,$ 
el(Wl, 21) --PO = A’,3i3 + w2A(,3;, +z2Aj13i1 X;03 + w,X;:)~ +zlX;$ ’ 
(19) 
Qn(w2 > z2) - 40 Api + w1A(,i2 +zlA(nil X;y3 + w~X;~~ +zzX;2t1 
Qn(w, 9 q) -q. = A’,“!, + w~A$;~ +.z2Afi1 X;“!, + w~X;:~ +z,X$ ’ 
(20) 
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where Xi’) and Xj*) are two linearly independent solutions of (1) which are nondominant, i.e., 
lim, _mXi(i)/An (3) = 0 for i = 1 2 This identity is very useful in proving convergence accelera- 7 . 
tion. 
If we choose w1 = ~0 and w2 = z2 = 0 in (19), (20), we find 
&(O, 0) -Po A’,;* X;y3 Q,<k 0) - 40 A’,i2 X,‘23 =-- =-- 
P,-,(O, 0) -PO A’,‘;3 X% ’ Q,-,<o, 0) - 40 A’,\3 Xi?2 ’ 
which may be used, for instance, to prove that the 2-fraction associated with (1) converges 
linearly if (1) is of Poincare-type with characteristic equation having roots which are all 
different in modulus. 
Remarks. (1) Using (19) and (20), it is possible to simplify the proof of the following result given 
in [2] for n-fractions. If the recurrence relation (1) is of Poincare-type, with lim a =a, n4-Z n 
lim n+,b, =b and lim.,, c = c, and if the characteristic equation n 
x3+ax2+bx+c=0, 
associated with (l), has roots xi, x2, x3 satisfying I x, I > I x2 I > I x3 I > 0, then we have 
lim &(-(X2 +x3), X2X3> -PO lim Qk( X2 +X3)7 X2X3) - 40 
= ’ 
o 
= O7 n+m &(O, 0) -Po n-m Q,(o, 0) - 40 
if the 2-fraction associated with this recurrence reiation converges. The result immediately 
follows from (19) and (20) since, as a consequence of the convergence of the 2-fraction and the 
Poincare-Perron theorem [2], we have that 
1, =x2 or x3, =x2 or x3. (21) 
Hence from (21), 
lim &( -(x2 +x3)7 x2x3) -PO 
n--t= &(O, 0) -Po 
AJ?!3/An+ 1 (3) 
= lim 
XAy3/XL!ji - (X2 +X3)XLy*/XAl$, +X*X3 
n-33 X,$,/X;:‘, A’,3i3/Afi1 - (x2 +x3)A’,3;2/Afi1 +x,x, = 
0, 
and similarly for the second part. 
(2) It is easy to see that all the results given in this paper can be generalized to higher-order 
recurrence relations. 
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